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1 General information 
1.1 Introduction These Installation & Operating Instructions are an important aid for the successful and safe opera-tion of the Telescope arms with internal or external joints. The Installation & Operating Instructions contain important information to allow the Telescope arm to be operated in a safe, technically appropriate and economic way. Compliance with these instructions helps to avoid hazards, repair costs and downtime and increase the reliability and service life of the Telescope arm. The Installation & Operating Instructions must be constantly available in the vicinity of the Telescope arm and are to be read and used by all persons who are commissioned to carry out work on or with the Telescope arm as follows: – operation, troubleshooting in the course of work and / or  – servicing (maintenance, care, servicing, repair). 
1.2 Notes concerning copyright and industrial property rights These Installation & Operating Instructions are to be treated as confidential. They should only be made available to authorised persons. They may not be passed onto third parties without the explicit written approval of. All documents are protected within the meaning of the copyright law. The passing on or duplication of these documents, whether in whole or in part, or utilization of or communicating their contents is not permitted without our explicit written approval.  Infringements of this copyright are punishable by law and shall entail an obligation to pay damages. We reserve all rights concerning exercising industrial property rights. 
1.3 Notes for the operator The Telescope arm is to be used in connection with a suction unit to extract smoke, fumes and gas.  These Installation & Operating Instructions are only to be used together with the operating instruc-tions for the suction unit. It is essential that all safety information, details and guidelines mentioned in the operating instructions for this suction unit are noted and complied with.  The Installation & Operating Instructions are an important part of the Telescope arm. The operator must ensure that the operating personnel are aware of these guidelines and stipulations. 
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Since the Installation & Operating Instructions are expected to be subjected to severe wear at the place of use of the Telescope arm, the operator is required to: – Keep the original copy in a safe place, – Ensure that a copy of the Installation & Operating Instructions is constantly available in the vicin-ity of the Telescope arm, – Ensure that each user has carefully read the Installation & Operating Instructions and has noted and retained all the details. In addition to the Installation & Operating Instructions and the currently applicable regulations on safety at work in the country of use and at the place of use, the generally recognised technical rules for safe and appropriate working must also be complied with. The operator / user may not make any changes, additions or modifications to the Telescope arm that could affect safety without the written approval of. This applies in particular for the installation and adjustment of the safety devices. Any spare parts that are used must meet the technical requirements stipulated by. This is always guaranteed when original spare parts are used. 
1.4 Service and warranty makes every effort to deal with your questions and orders as quickly as possible. Therefore, before you make an enquiry, we request you to quote your name and return address together with the iden-tification data for your Telescope arm. The latter are given on the reverse of the cover sheet of these Installation & Operating Instructions The warranty from  for the Telescope arm covers damage within the period of warranty that is as proven due to design, material or manufacturing errors or defects. Deemed as period of warranty is the period stated in our general terms and conditions of business or, alternatively, the statutory provisions applicable at the time when the Telescope arm  is handed over. The period of warranty shall begin as of the time of handover of the Telescope arm by the dealer. A warranty shall only be assumed in full if: – the Installation & Operating Instructions are complied with,  – the Telescope arm is only used as intended, – the servicing and maintenance stipulations are strictly followed. In the event of a claim under warranty, shall bear all the material and installation costs incurred di-rectly through correcting the damage to the Telescope arm.  The prices for spare parts and the remuneration rates charged by  shall apply. In addition, we also refer you to the terms of warranty and the general terms and conditions of busi-ness. 
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2 Safety 
2.1 General The Telescope arm has been built in line with state of the art technology and the generally recog-nised technical rules for safety. Nevertheless, its use can entail hazards for the operator  or third parties or result in adverse ef-fects on the Telescope arm and other items of property if: – It is operated by persons who have not been properly trained or instructed, – It is not used as intended, – It is not serviced or maintained properly. 
2.2 Use as intended Point-type Telescope arms with internal or external joints from  are used exclusively for the localised suction and extraction of gases, dust and smoke laden with pollutants that have been produced as a result of joining and separating work involving thermal processes. The Telescope arm may only be operated with the accessories / equipment that can be used for the intended purpose and have been approved by. The details given in section 0,  

Technical data are to be noted and followed. Inappropriate use includes the extraction of: – damp, liquid or vapour-like materials, – smouldering or burning substances (including cigarettes), – gases / materials outside a temperature range from -30 °C to +100 °C. – gases or materials that are potentially explosive, – substances crystallising out in layers that are impermeable to air, – substances that are sticky or which cling due to static, or – materials that create sparks. Any other form of use, or one going beyond the above, shall be regarded as not appropriate. The operator of the Telescope arm shall be solely liable for any damage resulting from inappropriate use. This applies likewise to any changes made to the Telescope arm without the approval of  Replace at once any components or spare parts that are not in perfect condition. Only use original spare parts from  
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Use as intended also includes complying with the notes: – regarding safety, – regarding operation, and – regarding servicing and maintenance, that are described in these Installation & Operating Instructions. 
2.3 Notes on the signs and symbols The following designations and symbols for safety information and especially important de-tails are used within these Installation & Operating Instructions 

 Warning!  Draws attention to a potentially hazardous situation that could lead to very severe or even fa-tal injuries if the marked instruction is not followed exactly.   
 Caution!  Draws attention to a potentially hazardous situation or unsafe and dangerous method of working that could lead to injuries to persons or damage to the Telescope arm or the sur-rounding area.     

 All these WARNINGS must be complied with exactly!  This refers to special facts that ensure safer, appropriate and efficient working with the Tele-scope arm if the items in question are followed.  All the information is to be complied with in the interest of appropriate use of the Telescope arm. It is important that all information also be passed onto other users!   
 Note!    This refers to special facts that ensure safer, appropriate and efficient working with the Tele-scope arm if the items in question are followed.  All the information is to be complied with in the interest of appropriate use of the Telescope arm. It is important that all information also be passed onto other users!   ● Working and /or operating steps are marked with a bullet to catch your attention. The steps are to be carried out in the order given from top to bottom! – Items in a list are marked with a dash. 
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2.4 Residual risks  There are still residual risks involved when using the Telescope arm even when complying with all the safety stipulations. All persons who have to work on or with this Telescope arm must be aware of these residual risks and follow the instructions so as to prevent these residual risks from causing accidents, injuries or damage. 
 Caution!  The inhalation of poisonous gases and dust that have been sucked up by the Telescope arm can cause immediate poisoning. There is also a risk of long-term damage to the internal organs as a result of repeated inhalation and swallowing of or contact with the dusts and gases within the suc-tion / extraction hose. 

 Personal protective equipment is to be worn, especially during all work on the suction / 
extraction hose.  

This includes: 

1. Protective gloves (disposable gloves made of polyethylene),  

2. Respiratory mask (level of protection according to the  extracted gases / materials), 

3. Protective glasses or goggles. 

 Caution!  Injuries due to an incorrectly installed Telescope arm falling down.   Incorrect installation of the Telescope arm can cause it to fall from the installed position and cause severe injuries. Therefore: 
 – Always wear a safety helmet when working under the Telescope arm. – It is essential that the installation descriptions given below are followed exactly. 

2.5 Safety information for the operating personnel  The Telescope arm may only be used when in technically perfect condition as well as for the ap-propriate purpose and with an awareness of safety and hazard considerations while complying with these Installation & Operating Instructions All faults and defects, and in particular, any that would affect safety, must be corrected at once. All persons commissioned to carry out assembly, servicing or troubleshooting work on the Tele-scope arm must have fully read and understood these Installation & Operating Instructions before 
starting the work  – and especially the Safety section. This applies in particular to persons who only work occasionally on or with the Telescope arm. 
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The Installation & Operating Instructions must always be kept ready for use near the Telescope arm. shall have no liability whatsoever for damage or accidents caused by a failure to comply with the Installation & Operating Instructions Do not use the Telescope arm to extract: – Highly inflammable or explosive gases, – Aggressive media, – Burning or smouldering materials, or – Liquids of any sort.  Do not use the Telescope arm to extract organic materials without the prior written approval of. The relevant safety at work and accident prevention regulations plus the generally recognised safety rules and practices concerning health at work are to be complied with. Always keep First Aid facilities (First Aid box, eye flushing bottles, etc.) in the immediate vicinity. Make known the location and mode of operation of fire extinguishers and note the options availa-ble for fire alarms and firefighting. When carrying out inspections or maintenance or repair work on the Telescope arm and the safety devices, it is essential to follow the information given in section 5.3,  Servicing regarding servicing work. Only use suitably trained or instructed personnel. 
2.6 Safety information concerning operation of the Telescope arm The Telescope arm may only be operated when all protective and safety devices, such as remov-able protective devices, cutoff devices, etc., are in place and fully functional. Before starting work, the personnel involved must be familiar with the working environment around the Telescope arm. Position the Telescope arm according to the thermally-induced movements of the smoke. The maximum permissible distance from the welding point should not exceed 25 cm. Do not use the Telescope arm if one or more components are defective, missing or damaged. The suction inlet opening may not be covered or blocked! At least once per working shift, the Telescope arm must be checked for externally visible damage. Any changes (and including any differences in operating behaviour) are to be reported at once to the responsible shift supervisor or operations manager. 
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2.7 Safety information concerning servicing  The periods for routine and periodic maintenance and inspection that are stipulated or given in these Installation & Operating Instructions are to be complied with. Ensure that adequate workshop equipment that is suitable for the tasks involved is available to carry out the servicing work. Always ensure that the Telescope arm is firmly attached and that the joints have been adjusted correctly. Use hand lamps or lamps on stands to provide additional illumination for the working area as re-quired. Any screwed connections that have to be released during maintenance and servicing work must always be tightened again afterwards.  If it is necessary to dismantle any safety devices during maintenance or servicing work, the safety devices must be reinstalled and checked immediately after concluding the maintenance and repair work. The Telescope arm, and in particular any connections and screwed joints, must be cleaned of all dirt and deposits such as dust or cleaning agents before starting the maintenance / repair / servic-ing work. Do not use any aggressive or solvent-based cleaning agents. Use lint-free cleaning cloths. Only use mild water-based cleaning agents. Follow the details given by the manufacturer. Do not use organic solvents due to the risk of fire or explosion! Ensure that any parts that are replaced are disposed of in a safe and environmentally-friendly manner. 
2.8 Information on special types of hazards 
2.8.1 Toxic dust  This Telescope arm is often used to extract toxic dust from contaminated air. This dust can be a danger to health or carcinogenic.  Special attention must be shown when working with toxic dust.  In the event of eye or skin contact with the dust in the filters or the extraction hose, the affected area must be rinsed off at once with copious amounts of water. Suitable facilities (eye washing bottles, washbasins, and shower) must be available in the working area. Skin that has been affected by cleaning agents and disinfectants requires suitable care after washing. Skin damage can be avoided by the use of skin protection agents and suitable skin care. The skin care agents to be used depend on the pollutant involved and the individual properties of the skin. Primarily this requires the use of grease-based skin care agents. 
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3 Product description 
3.1 Overview 

 Fig. 1: Overall view of Telescope arm   1 Hose clip 2 Hose  3 Telescoping 4 Extraction hood  5 disk holder 6 Brake disks  7 nozzle 8 cable fixer 
3.2 Functional description The Telescope arm is primarily used for the localized extraction of smoke, gases, fumes and dust. The Telescope arm is connected directly to an extraction blower or a suction unit.  The Telescope arm can be set by the user in any desired position within his range and can be ad-justed using the smooth-running joints. The particles produced during welding, for example, are drawn off by the extraction hood and taken away by the hose leading to the connected suction unit. The suction strength can be adjusted regardless of the actual suction force of the connected suction unit by means of the built-in regulator flap in the extraction hood. 
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3.3 Accessories The following accessories are available for the Telescope arm: 1. Lighting in the extraction hood, 2. Start-stop automation units (various forms). You can find more detailed information in the catalogues supplied by. Or please contact us direct-ly. 
3.4 Protective devices The Telescope arm is equipped with protective devices to ensure that there are no hazards to the safety and health of the user or to third parties if the Telescope arm is used appropriately. The entire Telescope arm has been designed and constructed according to state of the art tech-nology and the generally recognised safety rules. The measures described below were undertak-en or the safety devices listed were installed in order to ensure operation that is safe for the per-sonnel and the environment. The joints of the Telescope arm have support springs that are not subject to wear at the weight-bearing joints which enable the Telescope arm to be held in any desired position and also make positioning very easy.  The unauthorised removal of safety devices represents an illegal act that is subject to prosecution. In the event of damages all claims for liability shall cease to apply. 
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Technical data 

 Manufacturer:    Industriestrasse 13   D - 46342 Velen   Tel.: ++49 (0) 28 63-92 82-0 Fax: ++49 (0) 28 63-92 82-72   e-mail: sales@teka.eu    
 Product designation: Telescope arm 
   
 Environment: Ambient temperature, permissible + 5 °C to + 30 °C   Relative humidity max. 65 %  Type-specific data The type-specific data for the Telescope arm that you have purchased can be found in the order confirmation, in the delivery note or in the catalogue from 
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4 Transport and storage  
4.1 Transport The Telescope arm is supplied packed in a box.  Avoid any hard knocks or impacts against the Telescope arm / packaging when putting it down (for example, on the loading area of a transport vehicle). Comply with the applicable safety at work and health at work regulations. It is essential that you follow the instructions given on the packaging. Note the weights for the individual packed items as quoted in section 3, Technical data and in the catalogue. 
4.2 Unpacking/Scope of supply 

 Note!    Only unpack the Telescope arm at the place where it is to be installed.   Proceed as follows when unpacking and installing the Telescope arm: ● Remove the Telescope arm from the packaging at the place where it is to be installed.  ● Check that the delivery is complete based on the packing list. If any parts are missing or were delivered in error, contact  or the supplier immediately. ● In addition, check the entire delivery for externally visible damage, such as that which could have been caused in transit. 
4.3 Storage The Telescope arm must be stored in a vibration-free and dry location that is free of dust if at pos-sible. It may not be stored except in closed rooms. The air temperature must be within a range of between + 5 °C and + 30 °C. The relative humidity may not exceed 65 %. The condensation of humidity from the air on the sur-faces of the Telescope arm must be avoided under all circumstances. 
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5 Commissioning / Operation of the Telescope arm 

5.1 Installation / Adjustment at the Telescope arm 

5.1.1 Installing the extraction hood on the Telescope arm  Proceed as follows for the installation of the extraction hood to the Telescope arm: 
 

 

 1 Hose clip 2 Hose 3 Telescope arm 4 Extraction hood 5 Bolt, washer,   cup washer, locknut 

 Fig. 2: Installing the extraction hood   ● Push the hose clip (1) over the hose (2) of the Telescope arm (3). ● Attach the extraction hood (4) to the Telescope arm with the M 8 x 35 bolt, washer, cup washer and locknut (5). ● Push the end of the hose over the connection piece of the extraction hood.  ● Attach the hose with the included hose clip.  
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5.2 Installation on the wall Depending on the type of Telescope arm, installation is carried out in various ways. The installa-tion steps described here may not all be necessary for the Telescope arm that you have pur-chased. If you have any further questions, please contact the customer service section of. Proceed as follows for the attachment of Telescope arms for wall installation: 1. Adjust the joints 2. Wall console 
 Note!    Skip all the installation steps described below that are not required or relevant for your own indi-vidual Telescope arm. 
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5.2.1 Wall console The wall console is principally required for all Telescope arms that are to be fastened to the wall. The wall console is used as a connecting point for the downstream extraction.  Proceed as follows with the installation:  

 

 

 Fig. 3: Installing the wall console   ● Determine the assembly position for the wall console.  If it is to be installed together with a wall bracket, then maintain a clearance of around 300 mm be-tween the wall console and the wall bracket. If it is to be installed without a wall bracket, the wall console should be installed at a sufficient height so that persons working underneath it subse-quently are not hindered in their work by the Telescope arm.  ● Mark out the four locations for the holes to be drilled in the wall and drill the holes. (Screws with a thread size of M 10 or M 12 are to be used. The screws must be capable of holding a total tensile load of around 250 kg.) ● Attach the wall console to the wall.  
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5.3 Adjusting the Telescope arm The Telescope arm now has to be adjusted or readjusted:  ● Adjust all the bolts and screws at the brake disks of the joints so that the Telescope arm can move easily but without sagging or drooping. The Telescope arm is now ready for use. 
5.4 Notes on operation of the Telescope arm 

Note the following  work instruction steps regarding operation of the Telescope arm: ● The Telescope arm can only contribute to optimum extraction results if you ensure that the ex-traction hood is located or aimed as close as possible to the place where the smoke or fumes are being generated. ● The flap in the extraction hood must always be fully open during use. ● The flap is to be closed and kept closed once the extractor unit has been switched off. ● If several Telescope arms are connected to a central extractor unit, you should always shut the flap at once (to save energy). This applies in particular if you do not require the extractor unit for a longer period or if you leave the workplace. ● If the Telescope arm is difficult to move, the servicing personnel must readjust the joints. ● If the Telescope arm sags or droops, the joints must also be readjusted. 
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6 Servicing 

6.1 General The Servicing section coves the areas of care, visual inspection and maintenance by the servicing personnel. These areas are divided into the various maintenance intervals so as to make it easier for you to plan the relevant servicing work. The instructions given in this section are to be regarded as minimum recommendations. Depend-ing on the conditions encountered during operation, it may be necessary to expand on these in-structions to maintain the Telescope arm in a fit state for operation.    Warning! 

 Possible hazards to persons or risk of damage!  Personal injury or damage to property can occur directly or subsequently if the inspection, maintenance or servicing work is not carried out properly. 
 All servicing and commissioning work carried out on the Telescope arm may only be car-

ried out by suitably qualified technicians with special regard to section 2, Safety.  You can find information on repairs and how to order spare parts in the drawings and lists of spare parts in the annex.   Note!    It must be possible to provide proof that the servicing and maintenance work was carried out regu-larly by the servicing and maintenance personnel to ensure that a claim under warranty is valid. Only use spare parts that have been approved by  shall asssume no liability whatsoever in the event that spare parts or replacement parts and operational media that had not been approved by were used. Ensure that any parts that have been replaced are disposed of in a safe and environmentally-friendly way. 
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 Note!    In order to avoid any direct or consequential damage to the Telescope arm, ensure that compo-nents are dismantled and installed in the proper manner. The following applies in principle for all dismantling and disassembly work: – Mark all parts in the respective order in which they are installed. – Mark and note where a part is installed and in what position. – Separately dismantle, clean and store modules. The following applies after all servicing work: – Check that all screwed connections are tight. – Check all hose and pipe connections for leaks.    Note!    If it should be necessary to dismantle the safety devices during the servicing work, these safety devices must be reinstalled and tested immediately after completing the work.    Note!    Also comply with the safety information given in section 2.7, Safety information concerning servic-
ing and the Information on special types of hazards in section 2.8.   
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6.2 Operating state Depending on the type and scope of the servicing work, the extraction unit connected to the Tele-scope arm must either be shut down or completely disconnected from the electrical power supply. 
6.3 Maintenance and visual inspection It is the task of the operating personnel to inspect the accessible areas of the Telescope arm on a daily basis for dirt and damage. Any contamination, insofar as accessible, should be removed and any damage reported to the responsible servicing personnel.  When choosing cleaning agents attention is to be paid that they do not attack the surfaces, plastic parts or seals.  Water-based industrial cleaners can be used without any restrictions.  
 Type of inspection Activity/Components �  Monitoring the operating be-haviour Observe the Telescope arm to see if its operating behaviour is normal: – Flow noises, – Heating. 

 
 Remove dirt – Surfaces, labelling   Check for wear and tear – Movable joints,  – Externally visible seals, etc. Replace the components as required.  
 Check for damage – Externally visible damage to all components   Check for leaks – Extraction hoses / pipes of the Telescope arm  
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6.4 Maintenance 
6.4.1 General information All maintenance work must be carried out within the stipulated deadlines and with due care and at-tention. The service life and production quality of the Telescope arm can be maintained by suitable pre-ventive maintenance of the components.  In addition to regular cleaning, we strongly recommend that any parts subject to wear should be replaced in due time as a precautionary measure.  In special cases it may be necessary to consult with. can then designate a service company in your vicinity that can carry out repairs. 
6.5 Fault diagnosis and troubleshooting  
 Fault  Cause Remedy  No suction / minimal suc-tion  (Smoke/fumes/gases are not extracted at all or on-ly slightly). 

Telescope arm not connected to the extraction unit. Connect the Telescope arm to the extraction unit.  Damage to the hoses / pipes. Replace the hoses / pipes.  Hoses / pipes are restricted / blocked. Check the suction channel, re-move any obstacles that are found. 
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7 Disposal Operation of the Telescope arm entails the production of a certain amount of waste materials and worn-out parts, which must be disposed of in the proper way and by observing the appli-cable regulations. 
7.1 Protection of the environment 

 Caution! 

 The legal requirements for the prevention of waste and proper disposal / recycling 
must be complied with regarding all work on and with the Telescope arm  Especially when carrying out repair and maintenance work, no materials such as: – lubricating oils and greases, and – solvent-based cleaning liquids that are a hazard to water should be allowed to contaminate the ground or get into the sew-age and drainage system. Such materials must be stored, transported, picked up and disposed of in suitable containers. 

7.2 Final decommissioning When the Telescope arm is to be finally put of commission, the laws and regulations concern-ing disposal applicable at that point in time are to be complied with concerning the disposal of the components.  
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8 Spare parts and parts subject to wear and tear 

  The listed spare parts are valid only for telescope arms with nominal width NW 150. For other 
nominal widths, the spare part numbers must be obtained from TEKA.  
8.1 Telescope arm NW 150 with internal joints  
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 Item Designation Art no.  1 Wall console 96010  2 Plastic bearing ring, two-part 10421  3 Rubber band 1003310001  4 Hose clip 10228  5 Brake disk ∅ 100; 2 pcs 1019070002  6 Telescoping 3-pipe-set, L=1490mm 976900  7 Hose for 2 m Telescope arm 1019220  8 Brake disk ∅ 55; 1 pc 1019070003  9 Extraction hood 66200 
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8.2 Telescope arm NW 150 with external joints  
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 Item Designation Art no.  1 Wall console 96010  2 Plastic bearing ring, two-part 10421  3 Rubber band 1003310001  4 Brake disk ∅ 100; 2 pcs 1019070002  5 Hose for 2 m Telescope arm 1019220  6 Pipe clip NW 160, 2 pcs. 41415  7 Telescoping 3-pipe-set, L=1490mm 976900  8 Brake disk ∅ 55; 1 pc 1019070003  9 Extraction hood 66200  


